QUOTATION NOTICE

Sealed competitive quotations are invited from vendors for the maintenance of air conditioners in the Kerala University Library. The quotation shall reach the undersigned before 3PM on 10-07-2014. Rates should be inclusive of all taxes and charges.

Specification of the system

L G make Air cooled packaged ductable A/C unit, Floor mounted type with scroll compressor operating in 3 phase, 400 volt A/C supply.

a) 16.5 TR LG Package A/C Unit-4Nos
b) 11.0TR LG Package A/C Unit-1No
c) 2.0TR LG Split A/C unit-4Nos

Deputy Librarian-in-charge
Annual Maintenance Contract for Air Conditioners.
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, TRIVANDRUM

A. Specification of the system

LG make Air cooled packaged ductable A/C unit. Floor mounted type with scroll compressor operating in 3 phase. 400 volt A/C supply.

a) 16.5TR LG Package A/C Unit-4Nos
b) 11.0TR LG Package A/C Unit-1 No
c) 2.0TR LG Split A/C Unit-4Nos

B. SCOPE OF WORK: GENERAL

Maintain the central air conditioning system in the periodical, stock room and reference section situated at University Library at Trivandrum throughout the year (365 days).

Preventive maintenance has to be done quarterly for the smooth functioning of the system to prevent any failure.

Notify timely for the work to be taken up for maintenance of the machine to facilitate requisite shut down period.

All spare parts/consumable items for replacing defective parts will be supplied by the contractor. All brake down calls will be attended within 24 hours of notice.